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Abstract
In the era of networking and computing power one can find many solutions as to how to get
connected to the rest of the world and provide one’s services and products. Nowadays, cloud
computing is one of the leading approaches on how one can own computing and storage
resources without actually built them. But things are not always that simple. Considerations that
businesses have also their own (maybe of lower performance and capacity capabilities)
infrastructures and don’t want to waste them, or that the cloud is considered yet insecure or
even that they don’t trust the availability time of the cloud infrastructures, are some reasons for
a business to think carefully before making a migration to the cloud. This project comes with a
mixed solution. It makes a combination of cloud resources together with the utilization of private
on-premises resources. The idea is based on the concept that a company needs the additional
resources (provided it has any of its own) when the network becomes overloaded. This is the
reason why a combined, hybrid scheme would make more sense. This solution though has
been already provided by cloud bursting which is a kind of a hybrid cloud. Another problem that
is often faced in cloud computing is the creation of various kinds of bottlenecks. This is not only
loss in performance but also loss of money for the customers. Given this kind of problems and
having them act as incentives the project’s target moves one step further and proposes a
scheme which includes a randomized routing algorithm that will make a different use of the
cloud provider’s data centers in the greater area around the company and an SDN on-premises
network that will be responsible for the selection (if many) of the applications that have to
migrate to the cloud for a limited amount of time (during peak hours of the day for the
application) to offload the internal network. The aim of this is to distribute traffic across different
data center and decentralize it. This project’s use case is an e-commerce website’s migration.
The company makes use of its infrastructure for most of the time, has complete control over its
data and applications and is using a pay-per-use charging model for the usage of cloud
services. Since the project introduces a randomized routing algorithm it is important to mention
that this algorithm tries to address the bottleneck (i.e. storage I/O bottleneck) that is created by
having many clients served from one data center (probably because it is located near an
industrial zone) whereas, other data centers stay under-utilized. This algorithm will choose
randomly a data center that is within the limitations the cloud provider’s data centers and can
accommodate the enterprise’s data and instances. Then, the data will be replicated just before
the load has to be redirected to the cloud. By using, an on-premises, SDN network there is also
a benefit for the cloud provider that one can inform the local SDN controller about the available
data centers that can be used in this list for random discovery. Thus, data centers that are
overloaded or experiencing malfunctions can be excluded from the process. Last but not least,
this proposed framework enables cloud providers to set an additional fee (in BW price) when the
chosen data center is close to the enterprise.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Throughout the years that computers have been around, many trends have passed that served
the needs every time of the current problems in computational power. Many phases have
appeared in this process to make this faster and better. At first, people started by using
mainframes that had very basic computational skills [1]. Then, the personal computer came into
play and opened the door to empowering the user and giving one the processing capabilities
that one needed. A little later the first steps of networking were done and clusters became
popular and a group of people could access a cluster and retrieve information from there [2].
Still everything was in the same location and cluster computing was limited to the group of users
on this location. When internet made its appearance, servers were accommodated in remote
offices and people could access them through the global network anytime. As the needs of
computational power and storage capabilities became more demanding the grid gave the
solution for retrieving information in a web like design and a person could retrieve all those
information from various nodes. Nowadays, the focus has been turned into new technology that
is described by remote area housing of the facilities, scalability of the services that are being
accommodated, easy access from anywhere in the world and self-service, transparent way into
locating the pooled resources and measuring service by pay per use. This new technology is
called the cloud or cloud computing and it is one of the topics underutilization and research for
the current era. Cloud computing enables individuals, organizations, companies and many more
to store data in a virtualized manner make use of processing resources from powerful data
centers and get connected to applications and services easy and fast from anywhere [3].
Consumers also have the ability to monitor and control many things through the internet and
even make different business deals with the cloud providers that could benefit them and their
enterprises. Although, everything looks promising, things can get challenging when it comes the
moment for a consumer (e.g. an enterprise) to decide whether one should migrate to the cloud
or not, the answer is not always that simple. Many factors can make the migration beneficial for
the consumers but there is always more than meets the eye. SLA’s (service level agreement)
(i.e. contracts for services) are something that is always tricky and making contracts requires a
great deal of thinking about all the parameters that might get affected or changed by the
transition. Basically, there are three main types of cloud deployments: the private cloud, the
public cloud and the hybrid cloud. All three types are used for different purpose by different user
groups [4]. In this project the main concern will be around a form of hybrid clouds and how can
an enterprise fully utilize an internal small data center and expand when needed to the cloudbased environment. Different issues arise on these two different states and here there will be an
effort to address them. The work that will be presented has some similarities with the CDNs and
it has to be clarified that this project doesn’t attempt to compete with already established
solutions but to offer an alternative that can be beneficial for some use case scenarios.
The following chapters provide an insight on the problems that are created from cloud’s usage
(e.g. bottlenecks) and based on that, the project’s proposal is made. This project aims to deal
with under-utilized data centers. This can be accomplished by making a randomized routing
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algorithm. Through this algorithm data centers are meant to receive traffic not entirely based on
their relative location to enterprises but also traffic for random locations that is forwarded there.
This offloads data centers that are surrounded by businesses. This proposal also provides
financial incentives for the cloud provider. By adding different fees to enterprises based on their
distance from the data centers new financial opportunities open.

1.1 Motivation
This project proposes a randomized routing algorithm to distribute traffic across different
data centers. The idea is inspired from the need to decentralize cloud operation and avoid
unnecessary overloading of certain data centers whereas others stay under-utilized.
Furthermore, the goal of this project is also to keep the cost low for the small and medium
enterprises by using their existing infrastructure and making as little alterations as possible and
also combining the small on-premises data centers with new technologies such as NaaS and
SDN that are presented in detail in Chapter 3. Such technologies enable additional control over
the internal network and give even more incentives on how the proposed idea could be
combined with them to make the most out of this. The current cloud solutions - on many
different levels - are indeed well-established but they also have disadvantages or challenges
which act as a further incentive to research this matter and try to address some issues that
arise.

1.2 Problem Formulation
Cloud solutions are a relatively new concept. There has been made an effort to identify
some problems that might affect small and medium enterprises that might not have the ability to
financially support a complete migration to the cloud [5] or they just wish to remain local for
some applications [6]. This project’s usage scenario has to do with the process of moving the
functionality from the internal small enterprise data center to the cloud in order to offload the
enterprise network and redirect some high-bandwidth consuming applications to the cloud. This
migration will take place in a randomized manner and for a specific time interval. This will
happen in order to balance more efficiently the load between data centers, in order to offload
data centers that are located very close to areas that are full of enterprises and business
buildings. Although data centers tend to have a really high I/O performance, there are cases
when bottlenecks are created (e.g. server bottlenecks because of low processing power [7]) and
the data center’s performance is decreased. In order to avoid this situation, a more random
traffic architecture will avoid unnecessary testing of data centers’ limitations when not needed.
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1.3 Usage Scenario Description
A small/medium enterprise has already a small data center that facilitates in the same
building as the offices. Due to the demanding needs there is a need to expand and acquire
more resources. The additional resources will enable the business to develop their applications
even further and add new features and make their application more competitive and thus more
profitable. But the problem is that the enterprise is small and they don’t have the appropriate
budget to migrate fully to the cloud, neither do they wish to underutilize their on-premises data
center. The application that creates the biggest load is an e-commerce website and the load is
during some hours of the day. The only solution that will benefit both the usage of their own
infrastructures but also the additional needs of the increasing clients is the solution that is
proposed by the project. In Figure 1 one can see the design of the architecture that the
enterprise makes use of.

Figure 1 Complete architecture of the usage scenario

The process will be a migration of the data and instances that will take place on a daily basis.
But there is an advantage also for the cloud provider. This project tries to address the routing of
the replication of the data to the cloud with a randomized routing algorithm. Through this
process the enterprise will benefit from the cloud infrastructures as long as it is needed and the
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cloud provider will benefit from the randomized routing scheme for the replication of the data to
the cloud and as a result of the decentralization of the tenants.

1.4 Contributions of this research project
We tried to address different types of problems both financially and technologically. The
result is small but important contributions that are stated below:
1. Lowering the financial expenses for the cloud services by having a dynamic and timelimited migration to the cloud.
2. Distributing the load across various data centers, in a relatively close geographical
distance from the enterprise and in a semi-randomized way (control of availability of a
data center makes it a semi-random process) by making use of the Fibonacci Spiral.
3. Keeping the on-premises infrastructure as intact as possible.
4. Presenting financial opportunities (charging higher BW (bandwidth) price for closer data
centers) to the cloud provider by making use of the randomized routing algorithm.
5. Making use of new technologies, such as SDN to deploy the hybrid cloud model. Thus, it
enables even more compatibility with future applications.
6. Making it even more appealing to enterprises as they can increase their capacity by
adding a number of low-performance SATA drives without worrying about I/Os. For
performance issues that arise during peak hours there is always the redirection to the
cloud.
The second and the last argument above indicate also the differences that this research work
has, compared to the existing hybrid cloud solution of cloud bursting [8].
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Chapter 2 Cloud Computing
The focus on the project is to provide a solution suitable for the decentralized cloud operation.
This Chapter analyzes the essence of clouds and describes some mechanisms that are used to
increase the performance and stability of this new type of technology. The main goal is to
analyze most of the things that matter around DCs and Clouds but also to have a look at
problems that can occur.

2.1 Definition of Cloud Computing
Cloud Computing is a term that has been created some decades ago [9] but hasn’t been
widely used until recent years. This term explains a different approach - different than grid or
cluster computing - in having shared resources (computational, storage and services) in a
virtualized manner accessible from anywhere, anytime [9].
According to NIST [10], cloud computing consists of some basic elements. Firstly it has to
comply with some basic characteristics. These characteristics determine if the type of
computing is based on a cloud. So, the cloud computing has to be:
● on-demand and self-service
○ A tenant has to have the ability to use/provision computing capabilities or storage
resources anytime without the need of the cloud provider’s intervention
● accessible from the broad network
○ The cloud has to be accessible from any type of device and by anywhere
● scalable
○ Any type of service on the cloud has to be elastic and easily scalable. Whether
the customer wants more or less resources to provision for a certain application,
one has to be able to do that
● has to have a pool of resources
○ The tenants have to be provided with location independent resources. Since the
cloud computing is all about virtualized resources, there has to be a clear
separation of the physical side (e.g. which data center serves the tenant).
Tenants must be able to assign resources as needed.
● measured service
○ The services supplied by the cloud provider are all measured and tenants are
able to know what exactly they consume and most of the time this is a way to put
a pricing scheme on the services or resources a tenant uses.
The characteristics mentioned above define the cloud. Through cloud computing each tenant is
able to use a range of service models. The service models that exist and are the most basic are
the following:
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●

Software as a Service (SaaS)
○ With this type of service the consumer can reach the applications and interact
with them. On this higher level of interaction there is limited customization since
the tenant is only able to alter some characteristics of the application, without
having the ability to do anything else. This kind of service can be accessed by
any type of client device.
● Platform as a Service (PaaS)
○ The second type of service moves a little deeper into control and gives the tenant
new degrees of freedom. On this level the tenant can create one’s own programs
and applications by using the tools that the cloud provider supplies. Still the level
of abilities is limited on the applications and the tenant can’t manage or alter the
cloud infrastructure.
● Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
○ On the deepest level a tenant can reach for a service, there are various abilities.
Storage, network and computing resources can be provisioned by the tenant and
the tenant can run different operating systems and customize the environment as
he wishes. The cloud infrastructure is once again unable to be utilized. In the
next chapter there will be a description on a type of service that is proposed to
allow tenants to modify the existing cloud infrastructure network for their
applications, in a more efficient way according to their needs and it is called
Network as a Service (NaaS). But this type of service is not included in the three
fundamental ones.
A last categorization that has to be made for cloud computing is the different types of
deployment models when it comes to what type of cloud a tenant or a group of tenants will
make use of. The following types of clouds are the ones used:
● Public Cloud
○ The public cloud type of deployment model is open to the public and it can be
managed by a company or a governmental actor. The public cloud exists on the
cloud providers’ infrastructures.
● Private Cloud
○ The private cloud is a cloud that can exist inside the cloud provider’s
infrastructures and cannot. It gives access to a certain number of people from a
company and it is controlled by the company or some combination of a third party
actors and the company.
● Community Cloud
○ the community cloud is a type of cloud that gives access to a group of people
from different companies. These companies have some shared interest and this
is why they use this type of cloud. It can be managed by this companies or a third
party actor.
● Hybrid Cloud
○ This cloud is a combination of some of the types mentioned above. The different
types remain independent but are connected for reasons of data and application
portability [11].
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Figure 2 below summarizes all the definition of cloud computing along with its characteristics
and the service/deployment models.

Figure 2 Cloud Definition depicted in an image

1

In this section there was a detailed explanation about cloud computing and all of its
characteristics. Furthermore, there was a presentation of the different service models but also
the different types of deployment models.

2.2 Migration to the Cloud
There is a variety of reasons on why a customer (meaning an enterprise) should migrate
to a cloud. Most of the small/medium enterprises run their applications on their private data
center. But the decision on whether they should migrate or not to cloud solutions is not always
so clear. According to [9] the reasons for this migration can be of business, economic and
technological nature. All parameters have to be taken into consideration for a worthy and
successful migration.

1

http://www.cloudcontrols.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/NIST_Visual_Model_of_Cloud_Computing_Definition.jpg
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According to the same source [9], there are chances that an application will be able to
be migrated as it is but there are also other use cases that show a migration of some specific
parts of an application. This selective migration of features is based on one of the five axes:
application, code, usage, architecture and design. The migration can be described by the
simplified formula:
P → P’C + P’I → P’OFC + P’I
The application is denoted by P before the migration process. The P’ C shows the part of the
application that is after the migration and P’OFC is the part that has been optimized for the Cloud.
If the application migration is successful on all five axes then the P’ I part will be zero. Otherwise
the application will have the moved part into the cloud and the local part both running together.
This happens in the case of the hybrid deployment cloud model.
There also other factors to take into consideration such as economic. The transition into
a cloud-based application environment reduces both the Operating Expenses (Opex) and the
capital expenses (Capex). The scalability and elasticity of the cloud gives also another
advantage which is the unstable load-wise environment. All of the former reasons give benefits
for one to migrate to the cloud.
Some last but not least parameters that are important for the decision on the migration
are the partial licensing of applications and the tariffs that accompany the scalable resources.
Although, according to [9] these tariffs can always vary. So, in order to finally take a decision
whether the migration is the answer for an enterprise or not, there should be a modeled
technique to aid for this. There is a questionnaire model proposed in [9] that suggests the
following formula in order to assess the questions and categorize them and in the end check
whether the number is above or under the threshold.

∑

∑

The questionnaire follows this formula for defining the importance of different questions based
on the matter of migration. So,
is a relative weight that is being given to each group of
questions N. M represents each class of questions.
is a specific constant to every question
and
is a number which ranges from zero to one to show the relevance and usefulness of the
question to the questionnaire.
and
both correspond to the lower and higher thresholds
respectively. These values give some space for tolerance between cases of migration to avoid
minor cases.
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2.3 Challenges for the Cloud
The cloud architecture and the function of the cloud, give rise to some questions and
some challenges. According to Accenture [12] the major challenges are four. Starting from the
most important - the first challenge concerns the safety of the data that are stored in remote
DC’s. Enterprises are concerned about the safety of the DC’s firewalls and if DC’s can
effectively mitigate or segmentize attacks, since the virtualized shared pool of resources can in
fact be physically close. Since this is a potential scenario, tenants worry about the degree of
segmentation of an attack and if a DC will be able to stop the attack from one tenant and not
being spread to the rest. Another legal issue that comes up is the legitimacy of the data across
different countries. Supposing that the data are stored in DC’s outside of the country of the
data’s origin, there could be some legal issues on some cases.
As a second challenge Accenture sees the complexity of managing the contractual
relationships between tenants and contractors (cloud providers).
The third challenge is the lock-in risk created by the cloud providers because of different
technologies. In this challenge, tenants have to think about the risk of having from using the
services of one provider concerning the ease for changing providers.
The fourth and final challenge according to Accenture has to with the management of
the cloud. This challenge is based on the control that an IT department of an enterprise can
have over multiple applications. Since the applications can change anytime through other
personnel (e.g. business users) of the enterprise, IT personnel has to try and keep the
applications under control.
On the Handbook of Cloud Computing [4] the authors express more technical concerns
and follow the same type of challenges as Accenture on the first challenge. Concerning the
challenge on control of the cloud platforms they propose another challenge which is the lack of
complete knowledge of the enterprise applications from the cloud providers. Thus, the control
raises some concerns on the IT departments. Another important factor as a challenge is the
case of lower performance due to the distance from a user until the DC. This challenge will be
part of this project’s analysis. There will be an effort to be addressed. Some other challenges as
the reliability of the DC and the uptime of the applications all day-round tend to be a smaller
issue [13].
Another challenge that slowly shows up is the need for more big data based cloud
infrastructures. Big data is called large amounts (e.g. in the scale of petabytes to exabytes) of
data (e.g. data that are received by a satellite or data that are received by the solar activity) that
are being collected and then stored to get processed and create some big data analytics about
a certain task that has being measured [14]. Big data are difficult to be distributed and/or
processed because of their volume and the speed that things have to be done. Any action
would consume large amounts of storage or processing capabilities from a data center.
Currently, it is not very clear whether cloud providers can meet the demands of a big number of
big data applications on their facilities [15].
There are still many open issues in order for cloud computing architecture to reach up to
a level where every aspect of all these features runs smoothly and more trust is built between
cloud providers and consumers.
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2.4 Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
A very crucial point when a business wishes to make use of the services of the cloud, is to
make the correct contract and pay attention to the detail as this is the only document that might
allow the consumer to ask for guarantee of the quality of the services or/and compensation in
case that something is not expected as it was planned. So since the relationship between the
consumer and the cloud provider will have a contractual nature some things have to be carefully
chosen. These things are the following:
 Uptime
o How much time will the services be available without failing to function at the
data center’s side servers?
 Performance and response time
o Which are the minimum parameters that establish the quality of the services
supplied by the cloud provider?
 Infrastructure and security
o Insurance that data are always secure by cryptographic ways either when being
stored or when being transmitted.
 Error correction time [16]
o The time it takes for the errors to be resolved.
Also an SLA should be reconsidered and maybe altered when one of the services change.
Other things that have to be described and settled are the accessibility of the tenant’s data and
the location of them. The latter could create issues if the data are geographically stored
somewhere where local legislation prohibits the possession of them. SLAs in general are very
important for both the client and the provider and if done carefully each side enjoys the benefits
of a good business relationship.

2.5 Data centers and their architectures
Data centers are the main physical location where the cloud is based. The DC
infrastructures are responsible for storing data, computing and creating those complex networks
where each tenant possesses a virtualized space and makes use of computing capabilities.
Since the DC’s are one of the most important parts of the cloud, there should be an overview on
how they function and how do they provide their tenants with high amounts of resources
anytime and from anywhere.
Data centers are a very large topic by itself. The scope of this project is not about
providing with details about data centers rather only some basic features have been
incorporated in this research work that would also give a small overview of how data centers
function and how this project’s goal is connected to them.
Cloud data centers typically have many parts that are involved in the process and not
only the buildings themselves. These are the following:
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● Data center
● Internet Access
● Wide area backbone
● Management
● Tenant’s premises
The complete design has all of the parts above. Thus, data centers are able to provide the
network, storage and computing resources they have. Inside the data center building there is
also a network architecture that takes care of the information that are exchanged within the data
center. The structure of this network according to CISCO [17] consists of three main layers:
● the core layer
○ This layer is the gateway of the building and has high redundancy and
bandwidth. It is directly connected to the aggregation layer and handles the traffic
of the packets between different aggregation entities.
● the aggregation layer
○ The aggregation layer has the job to interconnect the access layer and handling
the traffic for all these sessions that run on the physical servers. Important to
state that the aggregation as well as the core layer do not have any server but
only network racks.
● the access layer
○ The access layer is the layer connected directly to the physical servers and it
operates in modes of L2 or L3 [17]. Cisco’s recommendation is grouping two
switches in the access layer together for server redundancy or for managing,
producing and backing up.
In Figure 3 one can see a simplified version of the data center design containing the three
layers and their interconnection.
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Figure 3 Data Center design

2

Another important characteristic of data centers is the physical design of the network. Two ways
are mainly used for connecting the data centers’ servers, switches and SAN’s (Storage Area
Networks): Top of Rack (TOR) and End of Row (EoR).
Top of Rack design, means that in each rack all the servers are being connected with
two switches on top, middle or bottom with copper. But the copper is not expanded outside of
the rack. The connection outside of the rack is made with fiber and it connects the racks with the
aggregation switches and the SAN. One clear advantage this design has is the limited usage of
copper. This enables higher speeds since copper is only used for very small distances and the
rest is fiber. Although this design doesn’t have messy cable connections and is quite fast, it has
also some disadvantages like the fact that there are many switches in the access layer (two per
rack) and this creates a great need of ports in the aggregation switches and this can create a
constraint concerning the scalability.
The next commonly used physical design is End of Row (EoR). End of Row has a
different structure and copper is more widely used in this design. Each rack has multiple servers
and they are connected from there until the end of the row with the switches, with copper. Since
each row of racks has one place to connect all of them onto a switch, that means that the
switches are less in number compared to the Top of Rack. Since this is the case, the
aggregation layer doesn’t face the same problem of the need of too many ports and the access
2
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layer has a lower maintenance cost since the switches are generally less. Disadvantages here
considered being mostly the extended use of copper and the way this affects multiple attributes,
such as: increased cable management, lack of ability to use less power and unable to adapt
higher speed between servers and switches. Also, this design is more limited for future
expansions and will likely face more challenges. The last disadvantage is that if one wants to
make upgrades or alterations, it should be done on the entire row (since the changes take place
per row in this design) thus the architecture is less elastic [18].
Another matter that applies to the architecture of data centers is the way data is stored
and improved ways to combine performance and storage capacity. In small data centers NAS
(Network-Attached Storage) systems dominate, since this solution is cheaper to install and
easier to manipulate. Big data centers have a second alternative, the SAN type of storage
architecture. SAN is a more appropriate architecture for a data center and with an increased
cost [19].
2.5.1

Network-Attached Storage (NAS)

As said before a NAS filer is easier to be maintained and easier to be understood. This
storage system gives lower opportunities in expansion than SAN but instead provides with a
simpler and more user friendly solution to small data centers that need capacity over
performance. Although this problem can be avoided by introducing expensive storage disks
(such as SSD’s) but this will increase massively the cost of investment for a NAS filer. And as
described in [20], “...NAS systems provide a richer, typed, variable size (file), hierarchical
interface...”. NAS is not a server-like storage system and this means that no server type actions
can be done with this system. It is only good for storage capabilities and runs over Ethernet [21],
[20].
2.5.2

Storage Area Network (SAN)

A SAN is a more performance oriented system which introduces higher amount of
complexity and make it more difficult for a small enterprise to maintain it. Thus, SAN’s are often
found in big data centers where performance and speed is crucial. Where throughput is crucial
(thing that is extremely necessary in a data center) and not an option, SAN performs a lot better
because of the way it treats the data and the underlying protocols that are used. According
again to [20] “...SAN systems provide a simple, untyped, fixed-sized (block), memory-like
interface...”. SAN can act as a server and it uses fiber channel adapters for the communication
in the rest of the network (i.e. servers). Since it uses this type of connection (fiber channel) SAN
provides higher I/O in contradiction to NAS. Last but not least is that SAN is more expensive
than NAS and in small/medium enterprises where budget can be limited enough, SAN systems
are not easy to acquire [19], [20], [21], [22].
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Figure 4 Design of SAN storage being part of the data center

3

The design of how a SAN is connected in a data center to the rest of the topology is depicted in
Figure 4 above.

2.6 Cloud Bottlenecks
Even if clouds present an image that bandwidth is high enough, response times are
really low and clouds are capable of doing anything, there is an existing disadvantage to clouds
that causes bottlenecks for their complete successful deployment.
Bottlenecks in data centers can be found in the following locations:
 Servers
 Network infrastructure
 Applications
 Storage Infrastructure
The purpose of a data center is to deliver high I/O and show no signs of delays. But due to the
aforementioned entities and networks, sometimes bottlenecks are unavoidable. Although
3
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servers do create bottlenecks as stated in [7], nowadays there are more important bottlenecks
since processing capabilities of servers are quite high [23]. The only problem that could appear
is the bottleneck or the lower performance due to the fact that one can use resources from
different servers (e.g. VM’s across different servers) or different storage locations – within a
data center – and in a virtualized scheme, the connections among the different physical entities
don’t have to intervene and reduce the performance. Thus, there is an increased need for
higher bandwidth links in order for the physical links to be faster and produce a seamless
experience to the end user. However, bottlenecks arise also in the storage infrastructure (e.g.
DAS, NAS, SAN) are far more important since big data have come to stay and this new trend
needs high amounts of storage space and what’s more difficult in this case, is the process of
finding and delivering the content to the servers with a low response time and allow them to
process it in order to serve the applications’ needs. According to [7], servers processing
capabilities have increased far more than the I/O capabilities of the storage infrastructure (see
Figure 5). This creates an unwanted gap that harms and degrades the performance of the
application. Due to this bottleneck users can potentially experience instability while they use the
application or even downtime of the application. In order to reduce this bottleneck, data centers
have used flash memory – attached to the server – to have the data of common usage available
in lower time. This has reduced the I/O problem of finding and delivering data from SANs or
DASs but still work needs to be done [23].

Figure 5 Difference in Server performance to I/O performance [7]

Except bottlenecks that can be created from the I/O differences in server and storage
locations or unstable low bandwidth links, additional bottlenecks can exist due to the fact that
the user’s network (e.g. LAN, WAN), is overloaded and packets are dropped or there are delays
due to the over-utilization of the existing network infrastructure. This bottleneck is something
that is out of the responsibility of the cloud providers but it still can create reasons for bad user
experience and reduced productivity.
One last reason for bottlenecks’ creation is the seasonal or peak workload. During this
times, data center reduce their response times as more tenants require more data and
transactions and the system gets overloaded (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6 Bottlenecks due to response time [7]

The outcome of this bottleneck is the same as in all of the above and that is that the customer
will experience delays and the user experience will be reduced. All the aforementioned
bottlenecks create some unwanted results for cloud providers and they try to reduce them since
the QoS, QoE (Quality of Experience) and SLA agreements that they sign with the customers
do force them to be stable and avoid dropped performance due to bottlenecks that are created
mostly by – in reality – the use of the data center infrastructures from other tenants.

2.7 Intercloud communication
Cloud providers can have multiple data centers which have to be interconnected to provide
a seamless experience to the consumers and re-direct VM instances or create extended
VLANs. For all these to be done, the so called data center interconnect networks (DCINs) try to
address this issue. This network is a layer 2 network and all it does is that it exchanges
information across multiple data centers and enable a lot of mechanisms such as server
migration or avoidance of loss of data due to disaster. Having this server duplication can be
proven extremely helpful in the case of a disaster but, generally, this idea means that there has
to be duplication in almost every little aspect of the server configuration in different DCs. Other
mechanisms that interconnection of multiple data centers features are highly-available clusters,
application mobility across different data center locations and balancing of the workload [4].
Since Layer 2 networks have some challenges when expanding outside of a data center, here
are some challenges for L2 network expansions on more than one data centers.
● There has to be an effective mechanism that prevents from an End-to-End Loop across
two intranets on different data centers when duplication takes place. There must be a
monitoring mechanism that avoids endless loop of duplication and protects from
topology changes that happen to one data center, to happen also to the other.
● The L2 expanded network has to be safe, thus cryptography in the data that are being
exchanged has to be done and federal or regulatory needs have to be met.
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●
●

The core network has to be able to see this extension of the L2 network. This need is
mostly needed for hybrid or private cloud deployment models.
The load across WAN links has to be balanced therefore a mechanism is needed to
dynamically alter workloads between different VMs.

2.8 Content Delivery Networks (CDNs)
Although this project’s work is not about CDNs, there will be a small reference to them
as they are used as a method for comparison to this project’s proposal. CDNs or Content
Delivery Networks is a relatively new type of network that came to play in 1998 and is used to
deliver web services and content across the world in a more efficient and faster way than the
traditional framework of a centralized server. CDNs are reducing the load of the actual server
behind them by bringing the content to their infrastructure and provide it to clients without
passing all the requests to the hidden server. CDNs actually help to reduce the latency as the
load is distributed, thus each CDN server is faster and closer to the client’s location. By having
reduced latency, reduced load to the original server and multiple CDN servers to act as mirrors
of the original one, it was possible to get higher throughputs and better accessibility to the
website than before. Companies realized that and started investing on that as it is consisted
only from Opex [24].

2.9 Domain Name System (DNS)
Another important side of the internet in general but also of this project has to do with
DNS. Domain Name System was created to solve issues of creating a distributed database of
where is what in the internet world. DNS uses three basic components to do this: domain name
space and resource records, name servers and resolvers.
Domain Name Space is a tree structured space that holds data for e.g. hosts. These
data are the resource records. This means that all the information that one queries the system
to be provided with, coming from this tree structured database. Since this information has to be
held somewhere, this job is being handled by the name servers. The name servers are servers
distributed over the entire network and each one of them is the authority for a certain area of the
domains that is called a zone. In this zone the server has the resource records that needed but
also has a connection to other name servers where it redirects queries for domain spaces that it
doesn’t have knowledge about. The last component but also very crucial to the system is the
resolver. A resolver is used to make sure that the query will be answered by a name server,
regardless if the query has to be answered from the local name server or another one. It is a
program and it can access at the least one name server and retrieve information on where to
get the query answered if the data are not located there [25].
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A type of Resource Record that has to be mentioned is the CNAME record or Canonical
Name record. As said above DNS resolvers try to find the connection between a domain name
and an IP to direct the client to the correct location of the website. CNAME records enable
administrators to redirect users from different subdomains to the actual domain – which is called
the A record –. Another usage of CNAME is to redirect a user to another domain which is
located in another server.
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Chapter 3 How this research contribution
compares to other research work in the area
During the initial phase of this project many proposals and articles have been read around cloud
optimization and reduction of the bottlenecks but two technologies found promising and more
interesting than the rest. They set the foundations of this work and even inspired to go a step
further. Thus, it is important to present NaaS and SDN which are connected. With SDN being
the leader on this new way of seeing the networks, NaaS complements and improves certain
aspects based on specific applications.

3.1 Network as a Service (NaaS)
All the services that are being provided through the cloud providers to the consumers do
not give each tenant the ability to chance or control one’s network inside the DC [26]. This
means that tenants have to rely on overlay networks for some sort of control. NaaS’s proposal
[26] gives an insight on how this ability to the tenants could become reality.
The authors propose a model that is based on intelligence in the switches throughout the
data center network. All levels such as: access, aggregation and core have to have software &
FPGA-based programmable switches. In this way the control over the data center network will
be done.
The NaaS model [26] enables many improvements throughout the data center network
as the network is not a black box anymore and alterations can be done to improve the overall
view. The application-specific approach that they propose brings improvements to many areas
such as decrease of the traffic. This outcome is achieved by introducing the routers and
switches to the tenants and allowing them to control which applications have priority and when
and how the packets will be moving around the network. Furthermore, they introduce caching
mechanisms for some applications that use a certain number of information many times in a
small time interval. The idea behind this mechanism is that since the network is not based on
application layer, anymore, to be controlled, it is easier for the tenants to get some applications
and tasks done in the network nodes as the packets are being transferred between two end
hosts. They also support that due to content-centric networking, packets are being sent many
times in order to reach all recipients and with NaaS this could be avoided by making copies of
the packets at the last point before the node the two routes don’t have the same direction
anymore. This would reduce the usage of bandwidth and increase the utilization of the network.
Generally, the idea of in-network processing would benefit in three major operations for packets:
● packets that are being forwarded: typically, a prioritization procedure
● packets that are being duplicated: a procedure that is being found on contentcentric/based networking
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●

Packets that are being modified: a procedure that aids in e.g. stream processing and
processes packets that come in random sequence and creates new packets or modifies
the existing ones.
In-network processing can be beneficial for many different applications and in the end it could
increase the throughput of the data center.
The authors show three important requirements in order for NaaS to be able to be
implemented. These are the following ones:
● The DC should be able to adapt and integrate the NaaS technology with current
hardware solutions and not expensive new incompatible ones.
● There should be high-level of programming in order for the tenants to be isolated from
the basis of the DC network. Having all the way to the basis free network control would
create a major security flaw, thus, the level of programming should be high and
understandable for the tenants to use it.
● NaaS model requires for its success absolute isolation between tenants and in
contradiction to the existing software-based solutions for routers, there should be
different network resources provided to each tenant.
The authors propose an architecture that would give NaaS the flexibility it needs to
function. In its networking device there should be the option of having parallel processing (i.e.
more processor cores). This networking device would be called the NaaS box and will either be
inside the switch hardware or connected through a fast link with it. NaaS boxes will have innetwork processing elements (INPE’s). These INPE’s will have the same application logic on a
number of the total number of NaaS boxes. NaaS boxes will connect the VM’s instances of one
tenant across different physical servers. Since NaaS boxes will have multiple cores, there can
be multiple processing for various INPE’s.
Concerning the programming model, there should be up to certain level of freedom for
software developers (i.e. tenants) to be able and program their personal physical network. The
model should also be malicious code proof, since the same hardware will be used for multiple
tenants at the same time. The NaaS model also has an alternative for applications that are old
or unaware of the model. It just maps them as traditional data and they simply do not take part
in the rest of the NaaS framework.
Finally, the authors show through a simple flow-level simulation that even in this way the
data center network can have significantly decreased completion times for NaaS aware
applications. This will of course benefit even the non-NaaS aware applications as they get more
bandwidth and more available resources to complete their tasks. The setup they have used for
the simulation is an 8192-server fat tree topology that makes use of 32-port 1 Gbps switches
and all switches contain NaaS boxes.
Overall, in [26] they argue that NaaS can work in reality although they observe that
further research has to be done to improve scalability programmability and performance
isolation [26]. The ideas presented in this paper [26] have given inspiration for this project and
up to a level there are similar ideas presented here as in this paper.
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3.2 Software Defined Networking (SDN)
As this project circulates around matters of an improved version of the current data center
implementations, the state of the art work has to do with higher performance and I/Os as far as
concerning inside the facilities but also outside of them. A general look of a new technology that
co-exists with IP networks and improves the way packets are being exchanged is called SDN.
Software Defined Networking decouples the data and control planes. This means that the
network becomes more intelligent and it is decoupled from the applications. This separation
enables building flexible and highly adaptable networks with the focus to each application’s
needs. SDN gives control to the developers over the network infrastructure and enables them to
program it according to their needs [27]. SDN as a technology has more than one advantages.
The following lines describe these advantages of SDN:
 SDN enhances a better management over the network and a better visibility into the
resources that one uses, such as: storage, computational and the network as a resource
itself [28].
 Since the data and the control plane are separated, this gives the option to minimize the
operational cost of the DC infrastructure since consumers can program the way their
network resources interact without the need of intervention by the infrastructure
personnel [28].
 Network resources will be monitored and configured by multiple consumers
simultaneously [27].
 The control over the entire network from the application owner gives the user a
seamless feeling of functionality since the network’s information is centralized and can
be easily configured and monitored according to its preferences.
 Since the control on network devices is centralized, SDN enables and builds a safer and
more secure environment.
 Similarly to NaaS, the network becomes active and plays a role in the partial processing
of the packets and the traffic over the network.
 The programming from a global point to the whole network gives the option to the
developers to create routing protocols that will be specified for each application usage.
 Since SDN management level has this holistic view of a network it can be programmed
to choose an alternate path (backup path) to a destination if something fails. The
important difference to the current non-SDN approach is that the configuration is
centralized and takes place on a management server and not in every switch of the
network.
 SDN can also coexist with current technologies (IP) and allow for improved network
management but at the same time still remain compatible with the most known
applications.
Most known way to implement an SDN is with the aid of OpenFlow. SDN-enabled switches
implement the first forms of SDN with OpenFlow [29]. OpenFlow is a way to manage the
information that have to be given to each individual networking element and create an
abstraction of the networking environment to the programmer, so one can utilize the most out of
the network without the need to go into details every time there is a need to program the
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behavior of a new application. In Figure 7 one can see the existence of three layers for the total
implementation of the SDN environment.

Figure 7 The SDN architecture

4

As said above all the control that takes place in the networking devices is done by the SDN
controller, an entity that receives information from all over the network. The applications that
make use of the abstracted complexity of the SDN controller are on top of it. The
communication between the SDN controller and the applications will be done through open
APIs. A proposal from OpenFlow was made to combine the MPLS network with the SDN and
OpenFlow. This gives new opportunities and could simplify the network and relieve it from the
numerous protocols that run all together to keep all the different services running smoothly. In
the diagram below (see Figure 8) one can see the architecture from the proposal of OpenFlow.

4
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Figure 8 OpenFlow's proposal on combining MPLS with SDN & OpenFlow

5

Software Defined Network is definitely not solving all the issues that exist in current
networks but enhances the control over the network [30] and simplifies the procedure of
manipulating the network as a new dimension to solve issues and not working from end to end
as with older technologies. Thus, it is a motivation and an inspiration to the determination of this
project’s solution, as a state of the art approach to the radical change of control to the network.
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Chapter 4 Proposed Design & Implementation
The first two chapters provided the scientific background that will be needed for the presentation
of the proposed algorithm together with the complete architecture and framework. Furthermore,
the third chapter gave an insight to the starting point that has been set for the current proposal.
In chapter four there will be an analysis of the theoretical framework and the design of this
project’s algorithm as a proposal to address some challenges concerning some specific use
cases of small and medium-sized enterprises.

4.1 Theoretical Framework and Design of the Algorithm
As said before, enterprises can make use of the services provided by the cloud
providers and enjoy the privileges of the cloud. Sometimes though, the privileges are not
obvious, especially in the case of some enterprises [31]. Under these circumstances, in this
project a proposal is made to use complementary the cloud provider with the small private data
center that the enterprise already has. This additional cloud aid will take place only when the
internal enterprise network is close to its limitations. QoS metrics will be monitored across the
network to derive this information. The enterprise will then shift some of its applications
(applications that would significantly free up a lot of network resources) to the cloud and ensure
the correct utilization of the internal network but also the limited charge by using the pay ondemand policy when using the computational power of the cloud provider. This model is a form
of a hybrid cloud. It has though differences since here it is proposed to shift some usability according to the network’s status - from the enterprise’s intranet to the cloud and work via WAN
or MAN. The hybrid cloud is more proactive in the way that it distributes applications between
the private and the public cloud but the project’s proposal is more reactive and thus more
dynamic [4]. The process of migration to the cloud (the transition to a DC) will be happening in a
randomized and distributed manner. This will help to avoid connecting a lot of tenants to the
same data center - just because the DNS groups them to the closest locally DC or point of
presence. The design of the scenario can be seen in Figure 1.
4.1.1

How SDN and HTTP redirection enables part of the process

But we shall start from the beginning of the concept. At the state of the art work,
presented in the third chapter, some ideas were proposed on how the network could be
monitored and utilized in a more efficient and application-specific way. In order for enterprises to
create such a design in their own network there should be an entity, such as a NaaS box, that
monitors the packets that are moved along the way and process them accordingly. Generally,
this will be an SDN case and there will be an SDN controller that is responsible for all the onAlexandros Fragkopoulos
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premises switches and will monitor the processes while they are running and exchanging data
over the internal network. In this project the SDN controller will monitor an ecommerce website.
When the SDN controller monitors an application and the network reaches to a state
when there are many clients connected (many concurrent client requests) to it and it is a peak
time and everybody is using high I/O applications, the SDN controller will decide to move an
application to the cloud. So, this entity will play the role of the network orchestrator and will
control the availability of the resources according to the information that receives from the
switches. This information can have the form of MIBs with the use of the SNMP standard [32].
Solutions like that are used today in the data centers to monitor the health of their network [33].
The task of making this forwarding – of the client requests – to the cloud will be aided by a
program that makes DNS and HTTP redirections and load balancing. This program (such as
DNS Made Easy [34]) can be controlled by the SDN controller’s application layer via an API
form and will enable the http requests of the customers to be forwarded to the cloud once the
site is accommodated there during its peak time. In order to avoid duplicating content on the
multiple locations of servers we are going to use an HTTP redirection. Since the current
discussion is about a web server and an ecommerce website, this means that the content will
make use of the HTTP protocol. This means that the HTTP redirection will be successful and
the clients will be redirected to the DNS of the cloud infrastructures.
The HTTP though has two status requests for this task, 301 and 302. Status 301 means
that the redirection to the new reference point will be permanent. This can be configured so that
the client uses the new reference instead of the path of following the old one and then being
redirected to the new. The 302 status is the chosen one for this use case. 302 status means
that the redirection is temporary and provides the option to return to the initial domain name
after a certain TTL [35]. After the TTL (Time To Live) passed the HTTP redirection program will
change again the DNS entry and the customers will use the website from the on-premises
servers. In order for the customers to not experience any difference in which URL they have to
use, there will be a second URL for the website that functions from the cloud but it will be
masked from the initial one. So, the customers will not experience anything different in the URL
typing process [36].
The application that will run inside the SDN controller will be already programmed to
have a list of the applications that have to migrate from the internal network to the cloud. In this
use case the ecommerce website will have to migrate but generally there could be any
application at its place or even multiple applications that migrate gradually until the SDN
controller senses that the internal network is utilized at its full but not overloaded.
The idea is in a way similar to the concept of cloud bursting [8] however, the novelty in
this research work is the use of an SDN network for on-premises application selection for
migration. Further, in order to replicate that data to the cloud one has to make use of the
project’s proposed randomized routing algorithm to one of the available DCs that one has
acquired resources.
The SDN controller will be updated, remotely, from the cloud provider as to which are
the points of presence of the cloud provider (geographical location) or which are the available
data centers. This list has to be open to changes from the cloud provider to mitigate the issue of
uploading the latest update of the data to an overloaded data center or a data center that the
cloud provider doesn’t own resources but used to be.
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4.1.2

An ecommerce website as the main example for the migration process

The ecommerce website has to migrate with its VMs and the data that are stored for
those. Thus, the VM instances that serve the website’s needs should not contain other
applications, hence will be no complications to other instances or applications of the internal
network. The problem of overloading appears during the peak time of the day. Thus, the
application has to be made ready to move to the cloud without the need to change something.
In other words, the website has to be programmed to be easily scalable and to function well in a
cloud environment. In this way the VM instance will be ready to move when the internal network
shows inability to server more clients. An ecommerce website has various servers that run
continuously to keep the site up and running. The most important of these servers are:
1. Web Server
2. Application Server
3. File Server
4. Mail Server
A transaction system is used by a third party thus it is not mentioned as a server here. The data
in an e-commerce solution are consisted of various parameters that have to be recorded and
mostly are file servers, such as:
1. Database for Products
2. Database for Customers
3. Database for Transactions
4. Database with pictures of the Products
There are other issues as well that may arise during the making of the website or concerning
the needs of it but these are the most crucial ones.
There are some things that yet haven’t been presented such as the procedure of
distributing different enterprises to different data centers - from the same cloud provider - to
avoid bottlenecks from the side of data centers and even avoid centralizing all the migrations of
many applications from different enterprises to one data center. Therefore, in this project
another proposal is made to give an alternative to the DNS technique that is used by the cloud
providers to allocate resources - on different data centers - based on the location of their
customers and the location of their customers’ clients [9], [37].
4.1.3

Theoretical background of the distributed discovery of the data centers

The way that is chosen to distribute enterprises across different data centers, during the
migration process, in a randomized manner has its roots on the Fibonacci Spiral [38]. The
Fibonacci spiral has some interesting characteristics that make it an option for the decentralized
approach that enterprises will be distributed among different data centers (not necessarily the
closest located to the companies’ buildings). The idea behind the Fibonacci spiral came as a
result of trying to see network traffic distribution in a different manner than the ones today. After
all, the Fibonacci spiral can be found quite often in nature [39]. The main use of this spiral is to
re-direct applications or websites to be served by an off-premises data center and not necessarily- the one that is the closest to the enterprise building. The mechanism works as
follows:
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○

the Fibonacci spiral is created geographically around the location of the
enterprise
○ a random number will decide the rotation of the spiral
○ another random number will determine a point that will be pinpointed on the
spiral line
○ the closest data center to the random point will serve the enterprise
As written above the Fibonacci spiral will start with any angle and could potentially have
any point chosen on it. This creates two degrees of freedom and makes it possible to pick
potentially any point inside the spiral’s radius. A third degree of freedom will be the ability to
increase the size of this spiral so it covers greater distances around the enterprise’s specific
geographical point. Afterwards, the Fibonacci spiral will have done its task and can be
regenerated when there is a need for a selection of another data center if the cloud provider
shows – via the SDN application - that the selected data center has high latency and exceeds
the maximum tolerance of the application or the website. Having the Fibonacci Spiral makes the
opening around an area faster and greater due to the logarithmic nature of the spiral itself. That
means that even with a small random number the chances for the random point to be far from
the enterprise are enough, hence, the data center will not be the closest one. The following
Figure 9 depicts in two different cases the above explanation.

Figure 9 Randomized discovery of a DC with the proposed routing algorithm

In Figure 9 above one can see that the spiral changes size according to the area that a DC has
to be discovered. These two different cases project also the difference in the initial angle of the
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spiral and the random point that is given on this line. The closest DC from this “random point” is
selected.
4.1.4

Differentiation from current approaches and rationale

Although this is a novel idea, there was the question as to why one should choose this
novel proposal instead of using the DNS approach that is well-established and functional? The
answer to that question lies in the very essence of the idea. The idea to have a randomized
approach in routing is definitely not new but it has its advantages. According to [40] random
processes in routing are used to increase performance and reduce the congestion in a network.
Examples of random routing can be also found in wireless ad-hoc networks [41]. Basically, if
one has to provision resources for making the migration to a data center this means that the
same load will always be given to a specific DC, whereas if the process is random then these
resources can be available and ready to be given to the first one that requests them. The
Fibonacci spiral also has the aforementioned logarithmic scale in its opening. So it will widen in
short distance around the enterprise. This will make it easier to choose (randomly) a data center
that is far and possibly underutilized (if the enterprise is in an industrial area where many
enterprises are collocated and the closest DC is over-utilized). This could create other issues
and possibly other bottlenecks but this project is about an algorithm that functions with SDN
networks and has the ability to be provided with a global view of the network. Under these
circumstances – of a viewable network – resources can be utilized randomly and in a distributed
manner and if something fails there will always be an alternative that can be found by the global
network orchestrator and given as an option for the migration.
Another argument could be that there are not that many data centers to choose from
(when it comes to a specific cloud provider). From a market point of view the data center and
cloud industry has an annual growth and this will continue to go in that direction [42]. Since data
centers evolve and can handle more difficult tasks, more demanding applications and many
more clients and businesses, cloud providers will acquire more space to be available closer to
more locations and with higher availability, we assume that this direction will lead to the building
of many more. This gives new opportunities to have more data centers and more locations to
choose from. This becomes even more interesting as Europe will probably facilitate more data
centers in the future. According to a data center risk index study for 2013 [43], Nordic countries
are going higher in the ranking, year by year, because of various reasons: political stability,
ease of doing business, easier cooling abilities and many more. As stated in [44] Facebook and
Google already have chosen Nordic countries to accommodate their large data centers and
many more will start to add in this list.
Having more data centers provides with the right incentive to start higher pricing policies
for those who want to be served by data centers that are closer to them (so, reducing the radius
of the Fibonacci spiral) and have lower pricing policies for those that don’t matter to have some
distance. The pricing scheme could include this additional price in the data that are transferred
from and to the data centers themselves. Although the differences to performance and latency
are not expected to be great, real-time applications may benefit from this.
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Another argument is that by using this randomized routing algorithm the network is being
decentralized especially around dense urban areas. So the bottleneck of having a great load on
a line to a certain direction is being mitigated; at least for the process of uploading or
downloading data to and from the cloud for the migration process.
Later in this chapter the complete algorithm will be presented with all the procedure
before and after the use of the Fibonacci spiral as well as the entities that will take care of the
whole task.

4.2 On-premises infrastructure
Going one step further, in this project’s use case, the architecture of the on-premises
infrastructure is the following. It is a small enterprise data center that uses a NAS filer as a
storage media system. The filer has a lot of SATA disks for low infrastructure cost. But the
ability of SATA disks to keep performance high when there is too high demand from I/O
requests is impossible. There are solutions (e.g. Fiber Channel HD’s [45]) that can increase
speed, hence, performance, but they are expensive [46] and the main goal in this project is to
address performance issues by keeping storage disks as inexpensive as possible and by
making as little alterations to the existing enterprise data center as possible. Since the data will
also be locally stored there should be a device to replicate and backup data and databases to
the cloud side and locally and keep them both up to date [47], [48] close to the migration
process – from either side. By having all the data and databases to a remote storage device (i.e.
cloud storage resource), the process of migrating to the cloud whenever the internal enterprise
network can’t serve more clients, becomes easier and faster. In the whole topology the SDNenabled network controllers will monitor the rest of the switches (which will also be SDN
enabled) of the internal network. This will be the way to monitor the packets from certain
applications and the utilization of the complete network, as well as more parameters available
from SDN for other tasks.

4.3 Algorithm Design
The whole framework above will follow a general pattern that is described by the following
algorithm.
1. Serve the application/website users (employees and clients) from the on-premises
enterprise data center
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2. Keep data in the NAS filer and create a replication and then snapshots of the selected
high I/O applications or the chosen ecommerce website on the cloud– Figure 10. The
replication of data will take place every day a little before the migration from either side.

Figure 10 Standard procedure when everything function well on-premises

3. If the time reaches to the interval of the peak hours of the day
a. Check which pricing policy is the tenant/enterprise under (other characteristics
than pricing mechanisms could also play a role in the decision below).
i. If they are on the high pricing policy, narrow the opening of the spiral
ii. If they are on the low pricing policy, widen the opening of the spiral
b. Request to receive the GPS coordinates and IPs (according to the number of the
servers that have to be allocated) for available resources from all the DCs that
the cloud provider has allocated resources to.
c. Run the proposed routing algorithm for the WAN network to find a data center
d. Check whether the chosen DC complies with the requirements (1.DC belong to
the selected cloud provider’s DC’s, 2. Is it inside the range that the Fibonacci
spiral expands, 3. It is the closest DC to the random point on the spiral line)
i. if yes, then send the latest updates for the VM instance and a data
snapshot
ii. if not then re-run the proposed routing algorithm (go to step 3a) and
exclude this DC for this tenant’s (enterprise) migration case
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(At this point the live migration is taking place and the users requests will be sent to the
cloud infrastructures so the website can handle the additional workload – see Figure 11)

Figure 11 Migration process to the cloud infrastructures

4. Check again the on-premises QoS metrics with information retrieved from the SDN
controller
a. If everything’s ok then proceed to step 5
b. If not then re-run the algorithm and set more application off-premises from the
selected ones to the same DC as the rest of the resources that have been
allocated.
5. In the current case of an ecommerce website redirect all the client requests to the data
center during the hours the website functions from off-premises by using HTTP
redirection.
6. If the peak hours have passed, then migrate back the updated databases and snapshots
of the instances and return the website applications to run on-premises again (this is to
be done in order to avoid unnecessary charging from the usage of some cloud services)
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4.4 Implementation
During the last sections there was a complete analysis on how the proposed algorithm
will work. In this subchapter there will be a presentation of a program that was written to
simulate how this algorithm will partly function. During this implementation phase some parts of
the algorithm will be tested due to lack of time and devices to make the complete simulation.
Later in the current subchapter there will also be a cost comparison of this framework in relation
to other existing solutions in the market.
4.4.1

Program that simulates the code in the SDN controller

The algorithm has been implemented in Matlab and it approximates the functionality of the
randomized routing algorithm with the Fibonacci Spiral and a simple data center selection
process. This program was made to test how the process could work if it was implemented as
an application on top of a real SDN-enabled controller. The program accepts as inputs the
following:
1. The initial angle (given by a randomized movement of a mouse, for the purpose of
testing)
2. The point on the spiral (given by a randomized movement of a mouse, for the purpose of
testing)
3. The number of squares (more squares equals to wider spiral around the basis)
4. Geographical coordinates of the available data centers from the cloud providers
5. Geographical coordinates of the enterprise
These inputs are enough for the SDN controller to produce a random point on a Fibonacci spiral
around the enterprise and then find the closest data center to that point and pass the
information in the network and redirect the packets from the selected applications to the correct
IP (these will be the instances that are accommodated in the data center’s). In Figure 12 one
can see the projected map and the location of the enterprise as well as the random point on the
spiral line marked with a red ‘x’ mark (an arrow is pointing to the ‘x’ mark).
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Figure 12 Execution of the algorithm for the discovery process for migration

A run of the algorithm decided the DC where the data will be replicated and the servers
will start running, will be the one in Athens. The structure of the output of the program is
presented like this:
RecommendedLink =
Geometry: 'Point'
Lat: 37.9791
Lon: 23.7166
Name: ' Athens DataCenter'
InstanceIP: '31.217.191.255'
Although the enterprise is located in Czech Republic, the data center that is chosen is
further than the closest one. Another run of the algorithm can give different results, as every
time the process is random and the outcome can be any data center that accommodates
servers owned by the cloud provider that the enterprise has a contract with. One more example
can be seen in Figure 13 where the outcome is different. This time the radius of the Fibonacci
spiral is much smaller and the chances of having closer the chosen data center to the location
of the enterprise are bigger.
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Figure 13 Another execution of the algorithm where the radius is smaller

The structure of the output will be the same, only the chosen DC and its data will be altered:
RecommendedLink =
Geometry: 'Point'
Lat: 41.8956
Lon: 12.4823
Name: ' Rome DataCenter'
InstanceIP: '91.218.224.5'
Out of this output one can retrieve the IP address/es of the instance/s (each IP for every
server) and pass them to the redirection process – HTTP status 302. In this way latest updated
data will migrate to the cloud and then the site will start functioning from this location for the very
busy hours.
It should be mentioned again that the 4 th input will be mostly controlled by the cloud
provider. According to the ongoing work of ITU-T in FG Cloud Technical Report Part 3 (02/2012)
[49] there has been a proposal that there will be a resource orchestrator that will have a global
view of the data centers and information about resources and availability of them. From this
entity the on-premises SDN controller will receive the information needed for the continuation of
the migration process. The outputs of this program are nothing more than the geographical
location of the data center as well as the IP (or IPs) that it is assigned to the instance/instances
of the customer to the cloud resources. Of course this is a subprogram of a main program that it
is initiated when it is the time interval during the peak hours of the day.
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The code as well as small explanations along the lines is included in appendix 1 where
one can refer to for more details on how the implemented part of the proposed idea, works.
4.4.2

Calculation and comparison of the proposed idea’s cost to other solutions

In order to evaluate the project’s proposed solution a cost analysis was performed
concerning: the proposed solution, a CDN (see Table 4) and a complete cloud solution (see
Table 2). This analysis will provide information about the different solutions and which is more
appropriate for different circumstances.
The aim of this project is how to move between the on- and off-premises an e-commerce
website and how clients’ requests are being served either by the infrastructure of the company
or the infrastructures of the cloud provider.
As stated before an e-commerce website consists of different types of servers which all
should be updated every time before the redirection of the clients to the other location. These
servers handle different tasks for the complete functionality of the website. Each type of server
that one will need for an e-commerce website is mentioned below:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Web server
Application server
File server
Mail server
Load balancer (between multiple servers of the same kind)

The Load Balancer, however, is not a server but it is crucial part – software-wise – when one
has more than one servers, of the same kind, and needs to balance the load among them for a
particular task (e.g. more file servers). Concerning the transaction system, there will be a
connection with a third party to serve the needs of payments to our website, thus we do not
need another type of server only an API connection, although all the transactions will be stored
in one of the databases in the website’s file server. The needs for a medium-sized ecommerce
website are listed below in order to have a starting point for the calculations that will take place
afterwards.
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Table 1 Numbers that will be used for estimation of the costs

Typical numbers for a medium-sized ecommerce
website

Data Transfer
BW in
BW out

10Mbps
10Mbps

Instances
Instances/Server (File server, Mail server,
Website Server) - If needed more than one
Size of each Instance
Virtual Cores/instance
RAM/instance

1
200GB (average)
4 cores
8GB

Storage
Size of volume that data from DBs will be
stored (medium-sized ecommerce website)

500GB

Ecommerce Website
Number of Clients’ Http Requests (mediumsized ecommerce website)

100 concurrent

The following assumptions concerning the beginning and duration of peak time have
been made. If one assumes that the peak time of an e-commerce website is during 12:00 to
19:00 then one has seven hours to increase the resources so the client requests are served
seamlessly and they won’t experience delays or even downtime due to the limited, on-premises,
data center. Another assumption is having 30 days per month to make the calculation. So, the
peak hours per month will be 210 hours and the rest will be 510 hours and these hours the
website can be accommodated and served by the servers, on-premises. This means that
29.17% of the month the website will be fully off-premises and to the cloud site. Although, only
during this 29.17% the website will be accessed from off-premises, the storage resources on the
cloud will be constantly used as the mirroring and snapshotting of the current state of data will
be daily updated both on- and off-premises. This means that certain functions and services of
the cloud infrastructures will be constantly used whereas others only during the peak time.
In these three different solutions there was an effort to have the same basis so the cost
comparison has meaning and one can choose between different solutions with different pros
and cons. It is not the project’s goal to analyze the CDN option but one can refer to the second
chapter for some basic information around CDNs. In the following lines three different tables are
seen and each contains information about the total cost of the three different solutions including
the project’s proposed idea. The tool that is used can be found in [50] and retrieves information
by major cloud providers. There is not complete accuracy to the calculations. These are given
mostly to show a comparison of the different solutions and a comparative advantage of the one
over the other. Thus, deployments’ calculations were done with the same tool (in the proposed
idea and the complete cloud migration) and the parameters were kept the same wherever there
wasn’t a need for changing.
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Initially the calculation of the cost was performed for the solution of the completely cloudbased solution which is an IaaS service. Table 2 below presents the infrastructure that was
calculated for acquiring in the data center. The numbers are an approximation for a mediumsized ecommerce website.

Table 2 Cost when migrating entirely to the Cloud

Deployment Summary: Cloud Complete Migration

3 x Servers

3 x All servers - n1-highmem-2-d (n1-highmem-2-d) on
Google Europe

1 x Storage

1 x storage (500.0GB) - Cloud Storage Standard on Google
Europe

1 x Databases

1 x All DB's - D16 (Cloud SQL D16) on Google Europe

3 x Data Links

26000.0GB from All servers (Server) to storage (Storage)
26000.0GB from storage (Storage) to All servers (Server)
26000.0GB from All servers (Server) to All DB's (Database)
26000.0GB from All DBs (Database) to All servers (Server)
26000.0GB from Users (Remote Node) to All servers
(Server)
26000.0GB from All servers (Server) to Users (Remote
Node)
Monthly Cost*

3915 USD
*With Three Year Contract

It has to be clarified that the term “all servers”, refers to the web, application and mail
server. There is no Load Balancer due to the lack of multiple servers of the same type. The file
server has its own option – “all databases”. The “data links” refer to the acquired bandwidth for
all the purposes in the website.
The second calculation was made for this project’s proposed idea. This means that the
cloud resources are not used entirely and continuously. Some of the resources remain active
except the peak hours every day. This reduces the end price. On Table 3 one can see this
observation.
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Table 3 Calculated costs for the projects proposal

3 x Servers

Deployment Summary: Proposed Scheme and Cloud
3 x All servers - n1-highmem-2-d (n1-highmem-2-d) on Google Europe (servers
function for 210 hours/month)

1 x Storage

1 x storage (500.0GB) - Cloud Storage Standard on Google Europe

1 x Databases

1 x All DB's - D16 (Cloud SQL D16) on Google Europe

3 x Data Links

26000.0GB from All servers (Server) to storage (Storage)
26000.0GB from storage (Storage) to All servers (Server)
26000.0GB from All servers (Server) to All DB's (Database)
26000.0GB from All DB's (Database) to All servers (Server)
26000.0GB from Users (Remote Node) to All servers (Server)
26000.0GB from All servers (Server) to Users (Remote Node)

Monthly Cost*

3076 USD
*With Three Year Contract

Although BW needs can be reduced (since the website is used from the cloud provider’s
infrastructures only some hours per day) it will not. This is because there is a need to show that
even with no other reduction than the time using the computing resources; the price can drop at
about 24% of the complete cloud migration. The only disadvantage is that with this project’s
solution there is a need for Capex. Capex in the proposed solution is the sunk cost of a SDN
controller (can handle up to 100 switches [51], which is high enough for a medium sized
enterprise), a device that creates on- and off-premises replicates of the data and the instances
and some extra Opex which is the cost of the IT personnel to set them up and a DNS annual
subscription to a DNS provider for the HTTP redirecting of the website.
The last but not least calculation is about the CDN solution. In this solution there is only a
bandwidth and a storage cost. In Table 4 one can see the amount of traffic and storage as well
as the price according to [52] pricing schemes.
Table 4 Calculation of the CDN solution

Services
Bandwidth
Storage
Monthly Cost
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Important to note here that in the CDN case, there is no three year contract but a payas-you-go policy. In Table 5 one can see all the costs (Capex and Opex) from all the solutions
that were presented.

Table 5 Presentation of all the solutions and their costs

Different Deployment
Solutions
Complete Cloud
migration Solution
CDN Solution
Project's Proposed
Solution

Cost per month for each deployment model
3915 USD
3495 USD
3076 USD (excluded the additional sunk Capex cost (an SDN controller, SDNenabled switches, device for replication production)

Even though this project’s proposal has some device that needed to be installed first (i.e. the
sunk cost), it has the lowest charge per month from the other solutions.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions & Future work
This Chapter presents a review of the work done and the conclusions drawn. An approach on
how to deal with a certain type of bottleneck that is created in the data centers has also been
recommended.

5.1 Conclusions
This research work is a novel combination of solutions and a novel randomized routing
algorithm for distributing traffic across different data centers. An e-commerce website was in the
usage scenario and it was shown how to migrate it to the cloud for a specific amount of time and
try to keep it as clear from duplications as possible. An HTTP redirection mechanism was used
to avoid having different data on and off-premises and a restriction was made to the functionality
from both sides simultaneously. The proposed hybrid solution has been compared to other
existing solutions that have big shares in the market, such as the cloud and CDNs. In Chapter 4
one can find the tables that depicting this cost comparison and the financial gain out of using the
proposed hybrid model. The outcome of this research does not try to show that this mechanism
can replace the well-established CDNs but to give an alternative to small-sized and mediumsized businesses that wish to use their small data center in conjunction with the cloud and make
the cloud an extension to their resources when needed. The goal was also to propose a
different approach for the cloud providers and data center engineers, to try a new alternative in
decentralizing the tenants of the cloud and use a randomized routing scheme. The project
presents simple ideas that – except SDN that still is in development – already exist out there
and the combination of different mechanisms makes it unique as an approach. Furthermore, the
presence of the SDN controllers in the architecture opens up new ideas that can go this work
one step further on how to work around problems such as the network bottlenecks and even
business opportunities. A first effort to mitigate the bottleneck in a data center I/O capability was
made by creating this randomized routing algorithm that is used via the application layer of an
SDN controller and retrieves information from both the on-premises network but also from the
cloud provider.
The global orchestrator can also put an additional fee (in BW) to those who will use a
data center that is close to their location to replicate their data before migration and the ones
that are served from a data center that is further and might have a relatively lower performance
but the price will also be lower. This creates benefits for both the contractor (e.g. the cloud
provider) and the tenant (the enterprise). Additional benefit for the enterprise can be that the
storage media can be increased for storage issues without worrying about I/Os since there will
always be the cloud to support them for situations when overloading is unavoidable and
performance is critical.
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5.2 Future work
To go one step further, the proposed and analyzed framework should be implemented.
Due to time constraints, mainly, as well, as the lack of proper evaluation tools and an operating
business environment this work could not include this step. The SDN technology still needs a
while to evolve in order to have this idea put to the test in a real business environment.
Although, there are SDN controllers out there commercially available but prices are still high and
they will become more competitive to existing already established solutions. So the future work
mostly is based on making this project actually work and to put the aforementioned ideas and
theories to practice and see whether the outcome will be equally good as argued.
Except this project’s research goal there are other large projects that also try to mitigate
the effect of bottlenecks to performance. One such research is conducted by IBM. IBM
researches the topic of Nano photonics to a scale that can be used in processors. According to
IBM’s research [53], processors in the near future can use Nano photonics to communicate with
each other or with the memory. This increases substantially the speed between the circuits as
they are not only electrical anymore rather than mixed with optical parts. A crucial bottleneck in
circuits is the low performance due to the time it takes for a signal to be transmitted electrically
even between components that have small distance. IBM combined processors with converters
and now they can alter electrical signals to optical and vice versa, so as they can be integrated
to complex and powerful systems – such as supercomputers and data center infrastructures –
so as to improve them even more. Technologies such as the aforementioned one push
performance to the limit and in the coming decades probably the bottlenecks will move to
different locations in the whole architecture from the current ones.
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Appendix
Appendix 1

Appendix 1 includes the Matlab code for the program that searches – in a randomized
manner – for a data center around the point of interest (that will be the enterprise that wishes to
migrate applications or their website to the cloud. This program is consisted out of three
different ones (Fibonacci Spiral, randompoints and association) that cooperate and produce the
results that can be found in Chapter 4. It has to be noted that the first program that creates the
Fibonacci Spiral is made by [52] and has been modified – under the GNU LGPL License in this
project in order to deliver the purpose that it was needed.

function [x4,y4]= FibonacciSpiral ( n, thera,lonx,laty )
phi = ( 1.0 + sqrt ( 5.0 ) ) / 2.0;
% SCALE controls how many steps we take between the actual points.
scale = 150.0;
% Allocate storage for the intermediate data.
n2 = scale * ( n - 1 ) + 1;
x2 = zeros ( n2, 1 );
y2 = zeros ( n2, 1 );
x4 = zeros ( n2, 1 );
y4 = zeros ( n2, 1 );
% Set the angle and radius of the first point.
a = 0.0;
r = 0.0;
% Set the increments.
da = 2.0 * pi * ( phi - 1.0 ) / phi;
dr = 1.0;
da = da / scale;
dr = dr / scale;
% This is done to make the points move according to the initial random
% angle
for i = 1 : n2
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a = mod ( a + da, 2 * pi );
r = r + dr;
x2(i) = r * cos ( a );
y2(i) = r * sin ( a );
x4(i)=lonx+x2(i)*cos(thera)-y2(i)*sin(thera);
y4(i)=laty+x2(i)*sin(thera)+y2(i)*cos(thera);
end
return
end

function [y,x,dif] = randompoints (n,lonx,laty)
dis=0;
while dis==0 % this is done to wait for a random cursor movement in order to
% provide a random angle and point
coord=get(0,'PointerLocation');
pause (2)
coord2=get(0,'PointerLocation');
dif=abs(coord-coord2);
dis=all(dif);
end
dif(1)=dif(1)*n/2; % to scale the moving of the point from the cursor
movements
[x y]= FibonacciSpiral (n,dif(2),lonx,laty);
hold all
plot ( x, y, 'r-' )
plot (x(dif(1)),y(dif(1)),'o') %Selection of the random point on the spiral
axis equal
print(gcf, '-dpng', 'fibonaccispiral.png', '-r 92')
hold off
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function [RecommendedLink] = mapassociation (n,lonx,laty)
%In this function there is the association of the Fibonacci spiral, the
%random points and the geographical world map. After some calculations and
%the outcome is the chosen data center for the data migration. It has to be
%noted that during the calculations there can be more criteria, that
%eventually exclude some DC options. But in the current version there are
%no minimum requirements, except that the DCs all have space for a specific
%cloud provider.
[y x p]= randompoints

(n,lonx,laty);

latparis = 48.87084; lonparis =
2.41306;
% Paris coords
latsant = -33.36907; lonsant = -70.82851;
% Santiago
latnyc
= 40.69746; lonnyc
= -73.93008;
% New York City
latdallas = 32.7828; londallas= -96.8039;
% Dallas
lataalborg
= 57.09; lonaalborg
= 9.97;
% Aalborg
latdublin= 53.34419 ; londublin =-6.26751 ; % Dublin
latamsterdam=52.373444 ; lonamsterdam =4.892229 ; % Amsterdam
lathamburg= 53.55686600 ; lonhamburg =9.99462200 ; % Hamburg
latlisbon= 38.707126 ; lonlisbon = -9.135499; % Lisbon
latpoznan= 52.416334 ; lonpoznan = 16.925393 ; % Poznan
latrome=41.895623 ; lonrome =12.482269 ; % Rome
latathens=37.979137 ; lonathens= 23.716580; % Athens

latfib

=

y; lonfib

= x;

[Cities(1:12).Geometry] = deal('Point');
[Fib.Geometry] = deal('MultiPoint');
Fib.Lat = latfib; Fib.Lon = lonfib;
Cities(1).Lat = latparis; Cities(1).Lon = lonparis;
Cities(2).Lat = latsant; Cities(2).Lon = lonsant;
Cities(3).Lat = latnyc;
Cities(3).Lon = lonnyc;
Cities(4).Lat = latdallas;
Cities(4).Lon = londallas;
Cities(5).Lat = lataalborg;
Cities(5).Lon = lonaalborg;
Cities(6).Lat = latdublin;
Cities(6).Lon = londublin;
Cities(7).Lat = latamsterdam;
Cities(7).Lon = lonamsterdam;
Cities(8).Lat = lathamburg;
Cities(8).Lon = lonhamburg;
Cities(9).Lat = latlisbon;
Cities(9).Lon = lonlisbon;
Cities(10).Lat = latpoznan;
Cities(10).Lon = lonpoznan;
Cities(11).Lat = latrome;
Cities(11).Lon = lonrome;
Cities(12).Lat = latathens;
Cities(12).Lon = lonathens;
Fib.Geometry='comp';
Cities(1).Name = 'Paris DataCenter';
Cities(2).Name = 'Santiago DataCenter';
Cities(3).Name = 'New York DataCenter';
Cities(4).Name = 'Dallas Datacenter';
Cities(5).Name = 'Aalborg DataCenter';
Cities(6).Name = 'Dublin DataCenter';
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Cities(7).Name = 'Amsterdam DataCenter';
Cities(8).Name = 'Hamburg DataCenter';
Cities(9).Name = ' Lisbon DataCenter';
Cities(10).Name = ' Poznan DataCenter';
Cities(11).Name = ' Rome DataCenter';
Cities(12).Name = ' Athens DataCenter';

Cities(1).InstanceIP = '37.59.232.43';
Cities(2).InstanceIP = '200.91.47.255';
Cities(3).InstanceIP = '32.106.39.255';
Cities(4).InstanceIP = '62.68.93.255';
Cities(5).InstanceIP = '193.181.13.255';
Cities(6).InstanceIP = '62.221.7.167';
Cities(7).InstanceIP = '77.109.81.255';
Cities(8).InstanceIP = '62.134.128.31';
Cities(9).InstanceIP = '176.31.8.247';
Cities(10).InstanceIP = '46.105.190.223';
Cities(11).InstanceIP = '91.218.224.5';
Cities(12).InstanceIP = '31.217.191.255';
dist = zeros ( length(Cities), 1 );
hold all
axesm('mercator','grid','on','MapLatLimit',[-75 75]); tightmap;
geoshow('landareas.shp')
lat=y;
lon=x;
lat1=y(p(1));
lon1=x(p(1));
geoshow(Cities,'Marker','o','MarkerFaceColor','c','MarkerEdgeColor','k');
geoshow(lat,lon)
geoshow(lat1,lon1,'DisplayType','Point','Marker','x')

textm([Cities(:).Lat],[Cities(:).Lon],...
{Cities(:).Name}, 'FontWeight','bold');
for i=1:length(Cities)
dist(i)=distance(lat1,lon1,Cities(i).Lat,Cities(i).Lon);
end
d=min (dist);
[l]=find(dist==min(d));
RecommendedLink=Cities(l);
hold off
return
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